
Unorthodox Baking 

 

With a mix of eggs and oil  

I created great turmoil. 

I whisked the batter, 

only making my brain goblin Sadder, 

but when she saw the cone-shaped structure 

she knew how lucky I was 

to be blessed with this commodity.  

Oh, indeed, what an oddity  

To fill a limb with chocolate.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Wolfgang  

 

The wind blows the hair swiftly from my view  

As I run about the village, greeting those I pass.  

I run and talk 

And run and talk  

And run and talk  

Until I reach Him.  

He stands at the edge of the town,  

Gazing upon the ocean ahead.  

I greet him as I would any other character - 

With a wave and a smile - 

And then head on my way.  

I’ll never forget his low, gruff voice 

Or the way he was cranky all day.  

I’ll always miss Wolfgang dearly - 

I really wish he didn’t move away.  

 

 

 

 

 



Early Spring 

 

Why do They say  

They want spring to come early?  

Why can’t he come on his own time?  

It seems that the more They wish for him to come,  

the later he does.  

When Spring does not give Them perfect weather,  

They get upset.  

Spring’s only trying his best.  

I feel bad for Winter -  

why does nobody want her? 

Everyone just wants Spring,  

or Summer,  

or Fall.  

I wish They enjoyed Winter more - 

she seems to be around longer than the others,  

doing her best to give Them the weather They expect.  

Winter doesn’t let Them down,  

yet all They wish for is Spring.  

 

 



Unity  

 

The artist emerges from the stage.  

The crowd goes wild.  

We’re all here for the same reason - 

The music.  

The art.  

The mutual understanding of this fact is crucial -  

You can’t enjoy the art without it. 

However with this knowledge,  

This Understanding,  

We can let loose and enjoy the show without worrying what others have to say.  

The environment is safer,  

Our heads are lighter,  

And our smiles are wider.  

Concerts are a safe space for so many because of the unity they hold,  

And I think that is beautiful.  

 

 

 

 

 



Prisoner 

Two paths stand in front of me. 

The path ahead is easier on the eyes.  

It is not untouched.  

Eyes dot the trees that line the path,  

Observing me.  

I start towards them, but something holds me down.  

I’m shackled to another path.  

It seems to be moving me against my will.  

I can’t see this path - the fog coats it just well enough to make sure.  

Part of me is glad I can’t see it -  

I don’t want to, 

but I know I should.  

I pull against the shackles, but I cannot break them.  

The eyes stare.  

It is judgement day.  

I know what I must do.  

I look at the foggy path.  

“I don’t want you.”  

With this, the shackles disappear.  

I step off the moving path and back into the fork where I began.  

“Will I regret this,” I ask the eyes.  

“You can’t regret what you can’t see.”  

And with that, I start into the light,  

a prisoner set free.  

 



Clouds 

 

The desert has consumed me.  

I trek through with no purpose, 

with no intention of ever leaving.  

I’ve tried to escape a few times,  

but there seems to be no exit.  

I’m tired of walking,  

of waiting, 

of searching. 

I would give up if not for the clouds,  

who I have begun to call friends. 

They come in many shapes and sizes 

and happen to be quite good listeners.  

I like that when I escape,  

They’ll be the first to know.  

So until then, I’ll continue to walk and wait and search,  

Because the clouds are rooting for me,  

and honestly? 

So am I.  

 

 



The Puppeteers  

 

String binds the bones in my wrist,  

tied so tight that I feel like I might break.  

Up, Down.  

Up, Down.  

Up, Down.  

My limbs move against their will.  

I exist merely to bring entertainment to others,  

to fill them with whatever emotions they may be missing.  

It feels wrong,  

but I am just a puppet -  

What do I know? 

There are two puppeteers:  

one always seems to tangle my strings  

into knots they can’t untie,  

while the other uses my tangled body  

to make their children cry.  

They try their best, I know,  

but I can’t help wishing to one day be a Puppeteer -  

My very own.  

 



Sadness 

 

Most people think of sadness  

As a crashing tidal wave.  

It comes and goes from time to time,  

Never really grave.  

 

Others think of it as a cloud 

That never truly goes away 

The thoughts of sadness are so loud 

Their vision fades to gray.  

 

Sadness can be many things,  

No two are truly the same.  

For people deal with it in different ways,  

Similarity is not its aim.  

 


